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Compliant surfaces 



Compliant surfaces 

Gray(30s): observation of dolphins
Kramer(50s): reproduce dolphins’ skin

Classical question:

Can flow/walls coupled dynamics reduce instabilities?
Delay/prevent transition to turbulence

Sensitivity: 
an alternative view on the problem



Wall dynamics

!: wall displacement:  

Boundary conditions:
no slip at the moving wall 

mass, 
acceleration

Damping

Tension T, rigidity 
B, spring stiffness 

K
Forcing by the 

pressure

Flexible plate forced by 
fluid pressure



Coupled system: flow/walls

The state vector:

Flow

Wall

Navier-Stokes linearised 
about base flow profile: 
stability analysis.



Stabilisation of Tollmien-
Schlichting instability

Reynolds number

Wavenumber

Neutral curves



Other instabilities! 

Turbulent 
boundary layer

Static 
divergence

Aero-elastic 
instabilities



Transient 
growth



Viscous dissipation

Get energy from 
base flow

Periodic/transient

Give energy to 
base flow

Eigenmode:
periodic process.
Can accumulate 
energy at each 

period

Transient:
Initial condition.

Not restricted to 
be periodic

time

time



Lift-up

Fast fluid closer to wall

Slow fluid away from 
wall



Navier-Stokes 
linearized about 
parallel base flow

Low viscosity
constant in 
streamwise

Most efficient 
mechanism to 

enhance 
transient 

amplification
!=0

Lift-up



Classical 
mechanism:

Tollmien-Schlichting 
waves and secondary 

instabilities

Bypass transition: 
free-stream turbulence/
streaks and secondary 

instability

Lift-up:  Transition to turbulence



Simulation LES.
Transitional 

boundary layer.
Philipp Schlatter. 

KTH

Lift-up



Looking for “special things” in flows 
using optimization 



Optimization of the initial 
conditions 

Optimality:



Energy 

Optimize:
Flow energy+wall kinetic and potential energy

Energy exchange:



Viscous

Get 

Give 

ti

What is the effect 
of wall compliance?



Optimization results 

Growth enveloppe

time

Energy 
growth

Growth for rigid channel



Optimization results 

Time

Sinuous Varicose

Time of largest energy

Standing 
wave 

pattern



Optimal 
solutions 



Lift-up: rigid walls

Fast fluid closer to wall

Slow fluid away from 
wall Sinuous



Slow fluid away from 
wall

Fast fluid closer to wall

Lift-up: flexible walls

Sinuous



Lift-up: rigid walls

Varicose



Lift-up: rigid walls

Varicose



Candidate mechanisms
Model: 
We suppose a simple 
deformation of the 
base flow



Compliant surfaces 



Up and down model
Sinuous

Wavenumber

Energy 
growth

Increasing spring stiffness



Up and down model
Varicose

Wavenumber

Energy 
growth

Increasing spring stiffness



Conclusions

- Computation of the optimal initial conditions in channel flow with 
compliant walls: growth increases with wall compliance

- Transition likely to result from a competition of algebraic and exponential 
amplification mechanisms

- Random initial conditions excite sinuous and varicose mechanisms



Compliant surfaces 



Pulsation of 
the free wall:

Wall waves



Wall waves

Sinuous:



Wall waves

Varicose:



Fluid effect: added mass 

Spectra Pulsation: 
free wall, computed eigenmodes, 

added mass model, inviscid



Energy budget



Optimization of the initial 
conditions 

Energy growth scales like the 
square of the oscillation period



alpha non zero



Optimization results 

Maximum growth, varying 
spanwise wavelength, compare 

to rigid growth

: Varying stiffness

Envelopes in time, varying 
stiffness

: Varying stiffness


